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In a dynamic situation, investment is not merely an arithmetical
deduction from income but at the same time is also the generator
of income; the marginal increments in income are therefore directly
related to and dependent upon the increments in investment.
Thus, in a static case, investment has no impact on the level of
income and only tends to alter the level of consumption; in a dyna-
mic situation, on the other hand, investment has a very direct
influence on the level of income, for it is the major variable which
can raise income. Consequently, in a static sense higher investment
would necessarily mean lower consumption. But owing to the dyna-
mic functional relation between investment and income, one could
derive almost a "perverse" (from a static point of view) result
in a growing economy—the larger the investment effort, the larger
the rise in future consumption. Thus, the correlations between
investment and consumption are entirely different under the two
situations : an inverse correlation in a static situation and a direct
one in a dynamic situation.
This basic notion is illustrated in a schematic fashion in the table
below where some calculations have been made for four cases.
In all the cases the present investment as a proportion of national
product is assumed to be about eight per cent—a figure which
roughly corresponds to the situation in many pre-industrial countries
—and then four hypothetical cases are illustrated with rates of
growth varying from three to five, seven and nine per cent per year
for a ten-year period. The capital/output ratio is assumed to be 3 : 1
and to. simplify the illustration no allowance is made regarding
*the total impact of the differences in the period of maturity of
investments—less than a year in many instances (particularly if
excess capacity is available in modern and cottage industries and
if the per hectare yields are very low in agriculture) to a number
of years in other.1 These assumptions, and the arithmetical deriva-
tions therefrom, can be easily altered to accord with different ckr
cumstances. The calculations in the table are self-explanato^
but they may be summarized in some detail in order to follow their
rationale.
1 In the initial years of growth, these considerations have a crucial signi-
ficance for attaining a simultaneous increase hi both investments and consump-
tion. The most important task for a theory of economic growth would seem to
be to expound their implications in details so as to serve as guides to economic
policy.

